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ALUMINUM AS A CO~rnERCIAL CONDUCTOR OF
ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
ALUMINUM AS A COM1~RCIAL CONDUCTOR OF
ELECTRIC ENERGY.
In considering the adaptability of any metal to serve as a
distributing agent of electrical energy,the investigation must shape
itself along three lines,viz,- the electrical,the physical and the
chemical proper~ie3 which the metal may possess. ttvidently a
deficiency in any of these properties,if serious,will debar it from
succeasfully coping in the market with its competitors. A metal
may have excellent cOnductivity and its behavior electrically may
be thoroughly satisfactory,but if it lacks strength,physically,or
ability to resist the deitructiva forces of the atmosphere,chemicall~
it is obviously inadaquate to serve as a conductor.
As in any investigazion,the results thereby obtained, in order
to be of any value and to appeal more directly to us,must be com-
pared with that which we BEe familiar to seeing used for the same
purpose. Otherwise •• have merely a mass of data,the comparative
value of which we have no means of jUdging. Hence in this thesis,
the object of which is the presentation of the results of an invest-
igation ot Aluminum along the lines above marked out,th~ ~~~ultB
are constantly compared wi th Copper ,hi therto the only 1n:~~o)~'tant .
conductor of electrical energy on a scale of any magni t~'~'~' ~'~'~e t'b:e
: J :II ~ , I~ , '. I ~
l I ~ 1 J f , t
rails of the electric road, which are not designed for t.h.E;} PU:'t"'l~ose::':
of carrying energy. but act in that capac1 ty only incid~';;t&ii~~. ::,:,::::'
I • " .' ,I • : ~ : : + i t I .t.
II, I .' f ',J;)
'he iron and steel wire used ill telegraphy and telephotli<',cai/ry ~.~
i' ;.' I t
small a current that they will at once be set aside as b~:l'q~ging to
...
a class little likely to be invaded by the aluminum product in the
near future. It 1s in the larger lfires,supplying power in quantity,
useful metal."
whe~e the metal required is of such amount that rigid economy must.
be pract1ced,that the most promising field lies.
The material on which the work herein set forth was done con-
slsted of a quantity of the commercial product of the Pittsburg
Reduction Co., of Pittsburg,Pa.,purchased in open market. Pour
sizes were used,. No's 12,16,18 and 24, B & S. gauge.
Appearance:
A superficial glance by a person unfamiliar with the
aluminum wire would lead to the conclusion that it was of ordinary
German silver,or of iron very recently and perfectly galvanized,or
it might be mistaken. tor steel piano wire. Upon a closer examina-
tion,however, the color would be noticed to be peculiar,being a
shade somewhat different from any metal with which we are familiar.
In this connection it is interesting to see what such authorities as
Deville and Mallet have to say. Deville, in Richards well known
work on aluminum says:
" The color of aluminum is a beaptiful white with a very faint
blue tint,especially when it is strongly worked. Being put along-
side silver,their color is sensibly the same. However,common silver,
and especially that alloyed with copper, has a yellow tinge:~making
" ,i
the aluminum look white by comparison. Tin is still yel1.o7JSr thsllit: J~ I ,. I
silver, so that aluminum possesses a color unlike that o.it·...·imy,·:"'other
, I -" f f I , • , , ' t • ~
: ~ J , ) i I. I, I 'I " :
I I ~ ~ ,.". ...
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In the same work Mallett speaks of the coloration ~'~·:foi:l:pws.i::·
• • ~ ~t • t
"Pure aluminum on a fresh fraoture,is absolutely white-,'};:~·,t ~:~: 16·tii
',,',:.' .
exposure to the air, it" takes a faint, almost imperceptiblG:,:.1;)~uishI
tint. On a cut surface it has the faintest suspicion of a 'yellow
(3)
t1Dt,but not so decided however,ae the yellowish tint of pure tiD.
Ordinary commercial aluminum is bluish OD a tresh fracture,the tint
being deeper the greater the amount of impurities present. A
specimen with ten per oent of silicon and five per cent of iron was
almost as blue as lead. When aluminum is exposed a long time to
damp air, the thin film of oxide forming gives a more decided bluish
cast to the metal, since the coating is perfectly snow white ,and
hence by contrast hightenes the bluish tint of the metallic back-
ground" •
In this wire, the bluish tint referred to is quite prominent
although the metal is remarkably puretas wall be seen by turning to
the analyses give. later. This bluish tint would appear to be an
inherent quality of tte metal itself.
This peculiar color is the only property which can be noted by
mere inspection,but upon taking what appears to be a large coil of
heavy wire in the hand,one is surprised at its ramar.able lightness,
and the thought at once occurs with how much greater easa a large
cable or this metal could be handled than the ordinary ones of
copper.
Compo s1 t ion: ...
I'" I
~he above two characterlstics,color and 11gh~~~Bs,~~
J: t,.'
all that can be determined by inspection. The first part,,'&.ii ~ii'A
i J ~ t t ; ) I ••
work was a thorough and exhaustive analysis to make clear:'!the :~~tu*'.~~:
~ t I I t I I ~ f ~ I. J J
or the material worked upon, as well as to check the manur'8;(.:tu~$:,~s .':::.
~ .I I' J ,
claim of a purl ty of 99.5 per cent. Repeated analyses welY 8 m~~~, .',':,:.':
I
both gravimetrically and volumetrically.
(4)
Below are given the compositions of the different sizes.
No. of Wire Al Fe 81.
12 99.290 .552 .134
16 99.287 :;1550 .133
18 99.290 .548 .136
24 99.291 .545 .134
While these analyses do not quite show a purity of 99.5 %it 1s
evident that the wire is really of remarkable purity for a co~~ercial
article. It appears that the percent of iron increases with the
size. This will give greater tensile strength,but will reduce the
conductivity. A very limited knowledge of the action of iron and
aluminum alloys tells us at once that the effect of the iron will
be to slightly increase the tensile strength,at the same time cut-
ting ~own its conductivity. These conclusions are borne out by
the actual tests ma~e and herea,ter described.
Perhaps the most s1rik1ng fj)ature'~ 1s the remarkably low per-
centage of silicon present. Richards 6~YS that the silicon varies
tram one per cent in the finest and most carefully prepared brands,
to seven or eight in that of ordinary manufacture. This however was
before the days of electrOljtic separation on the large scale at
present in vogue,and will serve to show·the remarkable advances
made in its preparation in the last few years. Yrom the nature of





in the measurements of resiatance,a Wheatstone bridge
of the standard post-office pattern was employed. This instrument
was made by 'ueen & CO.,of Phi1adelphia,and bears their carti'!'a••
of an accuracy of 1/20 01 one per cent. ~he results obtained with
the bridge are undoubtedly accurate within the limits claimed.
Pieces tan feet in length were used,rapeatad tests being made on
every size. The tamper'ature was 61 degrees Jahrenhai tJ on which
Bcale all computations and reductions embodied in the following
table are based for the purpose of more ready comparison with the
tables sent out by the company.
Size 'lire.
Size Resistances of ten teot lengths in ohms.
Wire
#12 .031 .0312 .032 .0318 .031 .03164.0316 .0318 .0311
:/1=1' .078 .069 .n719 .071 .0698 .0705 .071 .0706 .0705
118 .108 .1086 •1082 .108. .1081 .1082 .1081 .108 .1084
#24 .4212 .4222 .4206 .4228 .4222 .4215 .4219 •4218 .4217 •
Size Wire Average Company' B 1)lfference.
values.
:# 12 .0314 .0304 3.1 %
:# 16 .0708 .0692 2.3 "
1/= 18 .1082 .1051 2.8 "
:/I 24 .4217 .4078 3.3 "
(6)
1m the foregoina table the oompany's values were take. trom
their JUb11shed tables,and reduced to 61 degrees Pahrenheit with
their own eoetf1cient.
It will be at ~nce noticed that these measurements indioat&
a resistance 2.87 percent higher on the average than those given
out by the manufacturers in their hand book. Acco~4ingly they were
oommunicated with and in a very courteous reply suggested that the
difficulty lay in the standard used,saying that measurements made
upon the same piece of wire by the Westinghouse Company,The
Western Instrument Co., and the laboratory of Cornell University
showed a variation of some three per cent. In order to test the
accuraoy of the bridge,measurements were made on various lengths
and sizes of copper wire,the results being then compared with the
standard tables of resistances and checking satisfactorily in all
eases. Hence in our minds,there 1s no doubt that the resistivity
of the wire under consideration is a trifle over three per cent
in excess of the company's published tables.
This fact and a careful examination of their tables leads us
to the conclusion that the table of reslstances,as published by
the company was eompiled,not from actual measurements,but from the
copper wire tables,taking the relative conductivity ot aluminum 'to
copper as .6 to 1. But this conductivity is somewhat higher than
our results would indicate.
Relative Conductivity.
For instance:- The average of all the measurements made on No. 12
wire shows a piece ten feet long to have a resistance of .0314 ohm,
while a similar wire of copper has,according to the table issued
by the Institute of Electrical Engineers and based on the Matthieson
standard,a resistance of .015898 ohm.
Hence Aluminum S Copper ::.0314 : .015898,or Aluminum .513
. n,pe¥ ",
.-
'Toeee41ng 1m a stmilar manner with the other sizes,we obtain the
tollowing results:
Jtelative Conductivity of Aluminum No.12 51.3 %







" " " " "
24 59. n
Average 56.3 n
The higher Gonductivity of the two smaller sizes,as shown
above,is probably due to the lesser amount of iron present,which has
already been spoken of {See data on Page 4).~he company gives fifty-
eight as the relative conductivity of wires having one-half per cent
iron which figures represent a fair average of the values given
above,and is probably correct for size about No.17.
The conductivity of pure aluminum is given by the best
authorities as being between 64 and 67 percent of cop,er. We may
consider this wire as being made practically of a one per cent allo~
the effect of which alloying has been the reduction of the relative
conductivity to 56.3~. At first sight this may appear quite a
d1sadvantage,but we must not forget that any lowering of its
efficiency in this respect 1s offsett to a certain extent by a
gain in tensile strength which is an all important feature in a
distributing member.
Temperatkya Coefficient:--
In 1i4es which are at times apt to be-
oome over+oaded,or are exposed in any way to the weather or any
conditions which may bring about a change of temperature,it is
quite important that the tempera~ure coefficient of resistance be
(8)
known,aRd the line designed aocordingly,due referenoe being paid to
any conditions liable to ariae which may affect the temperature of
tile ~ine.
To determine this coefficient,a second series of measurements
were taken on the same pieces used ~foretthe wires being kept this
time at a temperature of 0 degrees Centigrade,or the melting point
of ice. The apparatus by which this was accomplished 1s shown in
the accompanying sketch.
'he wire was coiled into a spiral and placed in a porcelain
tUbe,the ends prot~ding out and being connected by heavy copper
A
wires to the bridge. The large vessel was filled with water and a
quanti ty of ice and snow, thus enabling the whole wire to be ke:ft at
o degrees C. by the constantly running stream. In order to avoid
any possibility of a rise in the temperature of the tube,a thermo-
meter was placed in the stream at the discharge epd and its reading
constantly watched.
!his second series of measurements was as followst
(9)
1"0. Resistances 10 root lengths at 0 degree. C. Average
wire
12 .D241 .0245 .0246 .0241 .0236 .0231 .0249 .0246 .0249 .0247 .02426
16 :;0612 .0612 .0111 .0608 .0609 .0601 .062 .0611 .0613 .0612 .06128
18 .0914 .10OL .0978 .0975 .1001 .1002 .098 .0973 .0972 .0962 .0974
24 .391S .4007 .3919 .3917 .3912 .3915 .3913 .3919 .3917 .3126 re~+6
The ohange over as large a number of degrees as possible should
be obtained in order to lessen any errors when seeking the coeffic-
ient of only one degree. Hence a third series of measurements was
taken,this time at 98.9 degrees Centigrade,the temperature of steam
at atmospheric pressure at this locality. The same apparatus was
used as a.oTe deacribed,the only difference being the substitution
of a boiler for the water vessel. All necessary precaptlons,such
as thorough warming of the tube,and careful check on the temperature
or the steam,were constantly observed. ~he data obtained was as
follows.







.0333 .0332 .033 .0337 .0338 .0336 .0341 .0337 .0339
.085 .0858 .0869 .0869 .0859 .0859 .0851 .0852 .0853
.137 .~lZB9 .a358 .~3qO .1578 .1369 .1370 .1372 .1373





Taking now the well known equation or temperature change in
==
resistance, Rt ===-Ro(l'f at),we may substitute the values obtained in
the last two sets of measurements,and solving for a,obtain the co-
efficient representing the change per degree in the resistivity.
In the cfaS-80f No.12 we see that Ro is .02426,and~~1t98.9 1s .0336
SUbstituting these valu8s,we have,-
flO)
Jt98 •9 -- ~o (I at)
.0336 e .02426 ( 1->- a X 98.9 )
a ;:; .00389
In similar manner we may proceed with Nos. 16,18 ana 24,ob-






This figure .0039275,i8 the temperature coefficient of resistance
per degree Centigrade. We may easily reduce this to the Fahrenheit
scale by taking 5/9~obtainlng .002182,whlch 1s .00004 in excess
of the figure given by the company, But it may be said that the
slight errors in observation leading to so small a discrepancy are
well nigh unavoidable.
it will be noticed that aluminum has very nearly the same
coefficient as copper (.00388),and that also the impurities present
have not sensibly changed the coefficient of the wire from that
heretofore obtained for pure Aluminum. In this Direction there-
fore there is little to influence us ei~her way regarding our
choice between the two metals.
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES.
While it has been shown by the preceeding figures that the wire
has a oonductivity 56.3 per cent of that of copper,~nd that there
is little differenoe in their temperature coefficients,we must
investigate the chemical properties also before attempting to draw
any conclusions,as upon them depends to great measure the life of
(11)
the line. The method pursued in this phase of the work,was to
aocurately weigh portions of the wire,subject them to the.action
of the chemical agent,and then reweigh,thus being able by any
change of weight to deteGt reactions-which would have otherwise
have escaped unnoticed.
Air.
Ordinary air had no appreciable effect on the wire during the
time it was under our observation,which embraced a period of about
five months,during which time it was exposed to both dry and damp
air,remainlng as bright however,as the day it was unpacked.
Deville is athority for the statement that an oxidizing at-
mosphere at the temperature of melting platinum will not effect the
pure metal,so there is small cause for wonder that this wire,even
though containing mearly one percent of foreign metals, should so
effectually resist oxidation.
802
A piece was subjected to the action of sulphur dioxide with
access of air for a period of four hours. At the conclusion of the
test the wire waw found to be covered with a thin while scaly
powder,which was washed off in a beaker and tested,showing itself
to be aluminum sulphate (A12 (SO 4)31 • The wire underneath this
protective coating was bright and untarnished, and although as has
been said,the action was considerable,the wire withstood it fully as
well as oopper oould have done.
Original weight 5.0346 grams





A pieoe was placed in concentrated ammonium hydrate for a









This very small loss in a highly concentrated solution would
indicate that it may be used with impunity in any ordinary atmos-
t i m iphere con ain ng ampn a vapors.
The Nitric acid has very little action on the aluminum,the
loss of weight given below being due mainly to the surface iron
going into solution. The acid used 1n this test was highly con-









A normal Solution of sulphuric acid had very little action on
the wire,as evidenced by these ligures:





Is speak1ttg or the aotion ot sulphuric acid on aluminum _ ~
Mariotett says:- "Sulphurio acid,dilute or concentrated exercises i.
the cold ~nly a very slight sensible action on aluminum,the pure
metal being attached more slowly than when it contains foreign
metal. The percent of silicon gives rise to a disengagement of
silicon hydrate (12H4) which communicates to the hydrogen set tree
a tainted odor. Concentrated acid dissolves it rapidly with the
a'id of heat,disengaging 802 ."
The acid in the form of vapor was found to have no appreciable
action on dry:<'wtre,but damp wire condensed the gas)allowing the
action to proceed as when immersed in the solution.
C2H402
Alet1c acid acted very slowly. The time was thirty six
hours.
Original weight .517 g~am8
Pinal /J .515"
Loss .002 "
The acid used was the most highly concentrated obtainable.
Had a solution of ordinary strength been employed the action would
have been inappreciable.
But when the wire 1s subjected to the action of acetic acid in
the presence of common salt (naCI) a very marked change occurs,
although it is also a very slow one. A piece immersed in such a









This increase ofwe1gh$ was due to the formation or a heavy
Bcale consisting or chlorides of aluminum and iron. This Bcale
was black in color,giving the wire the appearance of being heavily
oorroded and clung tenaceously to the surface. On being scraped
away,the surface of the metal underneath was seen to be deeply
cracked,both longitudinally and transversely,and to have become
very brittle. This was a feature which had not been observed in
any of the previous chemical tests,the physical characteristics
having remained unchanged in them all. The chemical reaction here
is somewhat obscure,but it 1s probab~p that the acetic acid re-
places in part some of the chlorine of the salt,rorming an acetate
or sodlum,wh11e the liberated chlorine in the nascent state,attacks
the aluminum in the manner above depicted.
HOI.
Hydrochloric acid dissolved with great energy the entire
specimen,weighing 1~028 grams in less than twelve hours,with the
formation of aluminum chloride(A£2Clsl and the evolution of hydrogen
A very weak acid (centt-normal);was used trom which fact some idea
or its affinity for the metal may be obtained. !he action 1s so
energetic that it would be impossible to maintain a line very long
in an atmosphere containing a slight percent of this acid.
ROB
Potassium hydrate,as well as all the alkaline bases,has a
marked affinity for the metal. A piece tested for thirty-six hours
in a normal solution gave the following results




~here was found in the bottom of the beaker a black residue
appear1.! to have sealed orf the wire,which upon examination
proved itself to be a double salt of aluminum and potaas1um(K2AL204)
NaOH.
Sodium hydrate acts just as energetically as does potassium
hydrate ,the residue being (N~2Al204). Following are the results of







The solution in each case at the conclusion of the test gave
a heavy precipitate when tested:~or iron. The wire remaining un-
dissolved was or a somewhat porous nature,due perhaps to the sol-
ution of the base metals of the alloy.
01
Chlorine is very destructive in its'act1on,as borne out by
subjecting a specimen of the wire to an atmosphere of the gas tor
two hours,at the conclusion of which time it was found to be cover-
ed with a thin grey powder. This was washed off and tested and







It is evident that a' very small quantity or chlorine in the
air would be fatal to an aluminum line. Especially is this true
of chlorination plants,where the atmosphere is always more or less
charged with the gas.
(16)
fur_a•• Gasses:-
In manuraoturing districts there is always present a
large amount of the produc*s of furnace combustion whose exa,t effe~
it is impossible to,detarmine by laboratory tests. To learn the
nature of these,the wire was subjected to an unusually severe test.
A small coil was placed in the flue of a return tubular boiler at
the base of the stack,and left in the current of Bot undiluted
gasses for a period of six weeks,at the expiration of which time
it was taken out,the dust wiped off,and the wire examined. It had








!he tarnish referred to,which was probably due to the 8ulphuri-
zation of the surface iron,will account for the increase in weight.
But the most significant features were a loss of 4~ in tensile
strength,and a total loss of all stiffness,the wire being'limber
enough to bend under its own weight in short lengths. 'his points
strongly toward a complete permeation of the metal by the hot gasses,
br~nging about molecular and structural changes,the nature of which
are as yet not fully understood,although the effects are sO
disast,rous as to compel recognition.
'he behavior of copper in a similar situation,would be still
more unsatisfactoFy,owing to its strong affinity tor sulphur, which
1s a lar~e constituent of furnace gasses.
It must be remembered that this test represents the very worst
conditions. In the open air,with the gasses diluted and cooled,the
(17)
effect would be 11ttle more than to tarnish the aluminum,while '"
copper lines iD maw.:racturing districts,unless well protected by
good 1nsulat1on,corrode rapidly.
Specimens of the aluminum were left in the chemical laboratory
of the School of Minss,and exposed to action of gasses of all kinds.
They preserved their bright finish while copper was heavily corroded
CO2
A coil exposed to the action of Carbon dioxide for twelve hours
showed no tarnish or loss of weight, appearing to Lbe absolutely
unaffected by the gas. In view of this and its freedom from corros-
ion by ammonia gaBes~1 t would nut,...last copper many times in
breweries where large amounts of these gases are always present.
PHYSICAL PROP~RTIIDS.
The wire ,as has been shown,on the whole,resists the destructive
agencies of the atmosphere very well. This fact and its favorable
electrical properties would seem to indicate that it may prove a
formidable rival of the red metal.
Before passing final jUdgement however,the physical properties
must be known,for upon them,equally with the chemical pro~ rties,
depends the life of the line. With this end in view ,a series of
careful experiments were made to determine with as much exactness
as possibla,the physical characteristics ~ the wire.
Specific Gravity.
The specific gravity,as determined by careful weighing
in air and distilled water,was found to be 2.698; as compared to
copper at 8.89,the difference is very striking. Mallett gives the
specific gravity of pure aluminum as 2.583. The difference of.115
(18)
1s probably due to the iron in the wire,a1though the same authorit,
says that an alloy containing five or six per cent of iron will not
increase the figure above given,thus indicating a decrease in volumne
of the alloy beyond what would naturally be looked for.
Fracture.
Tht fracture of the ~ire 1s uneaen,characterized by a
peculiar half-fused appearance of the projecting points,and under a
glass of low power shows a smmewhat crystalline structure. It shows
the wire to be of a very fibrous nature which condition is mention-
ed by Richards as being characteristic of 4 thoroughly worked piece
of metal.
Hardness:-
Jt 18 sort eno~h to be readily cut with a knife although
the shavings cannot be turned up as readily and as smaothly as
with lEad. To an experienced eye,cutting with a knife will reveal
mu.h of the nature of the metal,- it being possible to become
skillf.l enough to estimate quite accurately the grade and
quality of the specimen.
Fusebility:-
'he fus~b11ity has been variously determined as lying
between 600 degrees Centigrade and 800 degrees Centigrade. Deville's
determinations show it to be slightly higher than that of zine,while
Pietett places it at 600 degrees,Heerenat 700 degrees,lrander WeJde
at 850 degrees and Prof. Carnelley at 700 degrees. The best
light obtainable wouldseem to fix it at about 700 degrees for the
high grades, cant aining Ie S8 than two percent of foreign metals.
(19)
Iucti11ty:-
'he metal seems to be very ductile,the wire appearing to
be well drawn and perfect as far as can be determined by inspection.
NQ v~iation could be determined in size by means of a pair ~f
micrometer wire calipers measuring to .001 inches,either at
different points along the length,or at opposite diameters. The
greatest variation observed with a micrometer reading to one twenty
five thollsanth of an inch was .0008 inches.
Malleability.
Its malleability ~s equal to that of gold and slIver,
according to Deville and Mallett,whila Richards reports a specimen
of aliminum leaf of a Vienna manufacturer ,as meas~ed by himself,
to be .000683 millimeters thick.
This corresponds toathickness of one-forty thousanth of an inch/
which is very nearly equal to the best brands of commercial gold
leaf.
'wieting Tests:
When subjected to twisting tests,the number of
complete turns necessary to effect the destruction of the specimen
decreased rapidly with the size of the wire as shown by the follow-
ing table:
(20)
Number of turns necessary to effect destruction.
Number 12 Number 16 Humber 18 Number 24
88 74 59 10
78 74 60 10
80 76 61 10
79 80 58 11
86 81 54 10
80 78 52 10
80 79 53 12
87 72 61 9
85 78 58 10
89 69 58 8
92 70 58 12
90 72 58 11
89 80 60 9
85 81 56 9
88 78 54 10
86 74 54 12
86 75 60 9
87 78 62 10
85 77 60 10
88 78 59 13
88 80 58 9
90 70 58 8
91 69 57 10
87 69 59 10
86 70 60 11
85 70 58 10
Average 88.3 74.5 58.9 10.2
.(21)
In making the above t.atB,one end of a piece or wire eighteen
inches in length was fastened firmly in a v1se,the other looped
around a stiok,and the piece twisted to destruction. There was no
appreciable shortening of the piece,but on the contrary the change
in length,if any was in the opposite direction. It was observed that
the diameter 1n one or two instances was less than at the beginning
of the test by from .001 to .002 inches. A few widely varying
results f~om the above table were obtained as for instance in two
cases,No.12 broke at 34 and 31 turns respectively. But careful
examination disclosed the presence of minute flaws in the line of
fracture,thus justifying the setting aside of these results as being
an unfair test.
The whole appearance of the wire was changed by the o,eration,ta
the most striking peCUliarity perhaps being the spiral line which
ran the entire length of the sPGcimen,making a turn in 3/S of an
inch on No. 12,and 3/16 of an inch on No.16. On the smaller sizes
this was not: so noticable as the number of turns requisite .for
destruction was very small. The ends of the broken piece showed
that this spiral structure extended throughout the entire body of
the wire,and for the apace of ~arly an inch on each side or the
points of failure,the wire was bulged out between the boundary lines
of the spiral,so that a section jhrough the axis would show up
thus;~.
ren.1le Strength:-
In the test for tensile str.ngth the method of
direot loading was used,this being the most accurate method at dis-
posal. One end was tied securely to a post,whence the wire ran over
a pulley and held suspended a heavy bucket~into·which finely
crushed dolomite was gradually poured *nt1l the wire gave way.The
(22)
weight of the stone and bucket then gave the breakage load for that
particu1ar wire. Care was taken to ensure a good clean break,sueh
as tailed at the ends w~e the wire was sometimes necessarily
weakened somewhat by the twisting and v~apping unavoidable in
rastening the buckets were rejected.
~~IO are given below:
The data of five clean
No. Wire Breaking loads in pouhds Average
12 140 146 138 144 146 142.8 pds
li 55 56 52 59 57 55.8 "
18 34 35 33 36 32 34. "
24 9 8.7 8.8 9 9.1 8.92"
The diameter of No. 12 is .08 inch. This gives as its area at
croas-section 1/47rd2~.7850x.682=.00502656 square inches.Having
now the tensile strength of an area of thes s1ze,it is but a simple
matter &, propertion to ob_in the strength per sqi.1are inche._
.00502656 : 1 :: 142.8: X
X ;: 29.283 lbsjsquare inches.
Ia like maJt1ter we get for all sizes as follows:
'J'_sile strength Ibs!sq.inohes. No. 12 29,283
" " " " "
16 31,050







'he best authorities on the subject give a range of from 22,000
to 50,000 pounds per square inch to alum1num~and 28,000 to 6~OOO
to copper,the exact g1gure depending on the amount of working the
metal has undergone,its temper,impurities,ete. While the strength
of aluminum 1s thus considerably les8 tb~ that of copper, a com-
(23)
parisom hetween the two cannot be made directly on this basis.
A. hal been shown the aluminum wire has a conductivity or 56.' ~
that of copper. This means that if a current wae in use re~irlng
a copper wire of 100,000 cireular'mlls,an aluminum wire or 189)800
circular mila would be employed for the same current,~iYing the
aluminum wire a cross-section equal t~9.8~ that of the copper.
Sl nee the tensile 8treng~h~of a S1m~1~r grade of copper may safely
be said to never exceed that of aluminum by m~re than 40%,the
aluminum conducto~ w1l1 have the gre'~~~ybr9aking str~gth of the
two,while its somewhat greater size,but only slightly greater
diameter,will be more than offset by' the ease of construction offer-
ed by its extreme lightness.
Elastic Limlt$:-
The amount of stress allowable in a line depends on the
elastic limit ~e than on its tensile strength,since the line stress
should never exceed half the elastic limit at the utmost. Both the
elastic limit and the coefficient of elasticity were determined by
Gray's Elasticity Apparatus,on Nos.24,18 and 16. 'his machine con-
sists of a frame ha\nging vertica.lly,beins so arranged that the
wire,when subjected to a pull due a suspended weight~moves an"in-
dicator over a scale, the elongation being measured by a vernier
screw wh'ich br inga the pointer back to its original posi tion. Thu s
by constantly increasing the weights,or stress,and observing the
elongation,or strata by means of the vernier,a relation may be
obtained between the two enabling curves to be plotted as shown.
The data from which the accompanying curves are plotted is as
follows:
(2-4)
110. 1i No,lS No ,24-
Stress Strain Stress Strain Stress Strain
grams inches,
1000 .008 200. ,003 200 ,013
2000 .016 1000 .015 400 ,026
3000 ,024 1800 .025 600 .038
...000 .031 2600 .037 800 .060
5000 .042 5400 .052 1000 .066
6000 .050 4200 .065 1200 .078
7000 .056 5000 .075 1400 .092
8000 .062 5800 .088 1600 .115
9000 .070 6600 .100 1800 .120
10,000 .080 7400 .108 2000 .130
11,000 .089 8200 .125 2200 .142
12,000 .094 9000 .136 2400 .156
13,000 .104 9800 .147 2600 .171
1-',000 ,112 11,600 .162 2800 .188
15,000 ,124 12,400 .180 3000 .210
16,000 .1'2 13,200 .205
17,000 .164
'he curves have the stresses as ordinates,and the strains as
abscissae. The derivation of the elastic limit of No.16 will serve to
illustrate the method employed. Irom a careful inspection of the
curve for NO.16,we see that at,or about,the point .11, 19800,the con-
stant ratio of stress to strain ceases, fhe strain beyond this point
increasing much more rapidly. The ordinate to this point gives us
the elastic limit,or the point beyond which any increase of stress

















































































,:.0019635 :: X : 1
giving this figure as the elastic limit of No.li wire. We may
reduce this to pounds per square inch by the following transformation:
Ilastic limit in Ibs/sq.in.~~=?.1!300 . :: 17,204 pounds) or
",53.6 X.0019635
the same result ~ be directly obtained by the simple proportion
13,800
453.6









The elastic limit of copper is variously given as from 15,000
to 28,000 pounds/square inch.
Coefficient of Elasticity:
The ooefficient, of elasticity is the unit stress divided
by the unit strain although Du Bois gives as an additional explanation
"The ooefficient of elasticity is that theoretic unit stress which
would cauae a strain eqva1 to the original len~th,prov1ded the law
of proportionality of stress to strain held good without limit." But
we will take the first definition and derive the coefficient for
No.16 wire.
Unit stress _ r _~
tri'I1'"'t- s t r airi 1 -A l
I-
Hence the coefficient
Benote the area by A,length by L,stress(weight .p1ied) by W, and
W
strain (elongation) by 1. Th en un! t stress:::: X
1
and unit stra1n:L
~e may obtain L and A by measurement and Wand 1 from any
point of the curve within the e1a8tic limit. 'sking W as 5000 grams
and 1 the correspoma1ng strain of .042 inch,L being 9 feet and A.001935
square inches we have;
5000X9 X 12
af!fticieni af ElaBtici~"ii:; =! • 001"9 tr31rX...042 X 453 •• -=--16,032,584.
pounds/square inch.
In like manner we obtain the coefficient for the other
wires.
Coefficient of Elasticity No.1. 16,032,584 1bs/sq.in.









The coefficient of elasticity of copper rangesfrom 18,000,000
to 23,000,000. Remembe~ing what has been said about the relative
cross-section of wires carrying the earne current,these figures point
in favor of the aluminum conductor.
Temperature Coefficient of Expansion.
The line construction will of course be considerably 1n-
fluenced by the coefficient of expansion in view of which a careful
determination of that constant was made as follows:
A piece of large glass tubing was employed as the heating
chamber,at one end of which the wire was firmly fastened, the other
end protruding and moving an indicator between the jaws of a micro-
meter in the ratio of two to one,-i.e. the micrometer indicated twice
the elongation of the wire. The heating was done by steam,the whole
apparatus being arranged as in the accompanying sketch.
(27)
The length of the wire exposed to the heating action of the
steam was four feet,8 inches,at 2~Centlgrade. At 98~9 degrees,the
micrometer reading was.228 inches,lndicating an elongation of .114
inches. To deter~ine the coefficient per degree,we will first write
the equation Lt ~ La (1.... at) in the form Lt2~Ltl(lt a [tz- tlJ ) and
Bubstituting the result as given above we have
57 .714 '="- 57 • 6 (It{l7 .8~)
a. -= .000025107
~his is slightly gfeater than the figure given for pure
aluminum,which is .00002309. The variation is due undoubtedly to the
iron present,although we would scarcely expect it to have this effect,
its own coefficient according to Kohlrauch,varying from .00001106 to
.0000119.
'his may be set down as one of the unsolved mysteries 1n the
world of Physics,which can no ~ore be explained than can the fact
that a mixture of certaib metals of high fusion temperature have,
when alloyed together,a lower melting point than any of its individual
oonstituents.
...
'his 1s a greater coefficient than that of copper (.00001674),
hence the aluminum conductor will assume a smaller deflection at
minimum temperatures than the copper wire,provlded the deflections at
normal temperature are the same in both cases. It must be remember-
ad however that its lesser weight will in great part counteract the
effec~ of the smaller deflection,making line and pole st,resses about
.qual in a1 ther case at low temperature, while at ordinary t·:::mperature~
the stresses will be much less in the aluminum line.
Keating and adiation:--
The aluminum conductor which carries the
same current as a corresponding copper line will heat up less, having
a much greater surface for radiation. This in turn will cut down
10SS8S due to greater resistance of a hot wire.
Resume.
~rom the foregoing e~eriment5 we see that the aluminum wire
1s destined to become a formidable rival of copper. While its
eleotrical properties are not as high in themselves as those of
eopper,this is offset' by the peculiar physical characteristics,
especially lightnsss,possessed by the aluminum. And furthermore the
chemioal properties are far superior to those of copper,save in the
case of hydrochloric acid,for which the white metal has an extra-
ordinary affinity.
~he adv~tage. of aluminum may be briefly summed up as follows:
1 Low specific gravity and consequent .ase of handling and cheapness of
transportation.
(29)
2 Ability to resiatcerros1on by atmospheric agencies.
3 Greater surface exposed for radiation
4 Greater tensile strength for same current.
5 Less skin effect with alternating currents,due to larger
size.
6 Less line stresses at ordinary temperat1.i.res.
~he points of superiority of copper may be set down as follows:
1 Higher conductivity
2 Less area of cross-section for same current.
3 Ability to withstand to greater degree the action of
hydrochloric acid
The better joints it is possible to make~aluminum joints
being mechanical and not Boldered.
It would hence appear that aluminum would give better service in
manufaoturing districts and places where gasses occur,save hydrochlort
acid. This would give the advaDtage to copper in chlorination plants,
or any chemical works where the vapor of this acid is present.
Its ability to resist the action of carbonic acid and ~nia
fumes would make aluminum the ideal wire to usa in breweriee and
col~ storage plants,obv1ating the necessity of the expensive pro-
tective insulation required with copper.
Copper on the other hand,on account of its small size would
be preferable for interior wiring and use whenever conduits of any
kind were used,as well as in cables where a large number of insulated
conductors in a compact space is desired.
In long croBs-country transmission lines where the size 1s no
detsiment,and the air is pure,the question will be mainly one of
economics,not only of first cost,but of erection and maintainance.
(40)
Owing to its lightness and the greater strength it possesses for same
eapacity,in connection with present low market price,the choice
would unquestionably be with aluminum.
As to the future in store for this wire,it cannot but be
bright. When once introduced fairly well,the question will be mainly
decided by the price of tje two metals. And with the present im-
proved methods of electrolytic separation,and the inexhaustible
supplies of ore,there would seem to be no reason why it should not
be able to compete successfully in all branches of electric service,
but more especially in the distribution of large amounts of
power.
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